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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information contained herein has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or

sell any security or to participate in any trading strategy. If any offer of securities is made, it shall be made pursuant to a definitive private offering

memorandum (the “Private Placement Memorandum”) prepared by or on behalf of the relevant fund which would contain material information not contained

herein and which would supersede this information in its entirety. What is expressed in this document and its appendices must always be understood in the

context of what is contained in Huruma Fund SCA SICAR’s Private Placement Memorandum, particularly in the area of risks of the aforementioned

Memorandum and of the Commitment Agreement signed by each investor.

None of The Huruma Fund, Fuchs Asset Management, GAWA Capital Partners SL, or any affiliates or employees makes any representation or warranty, express

or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and nothing contained herein shall be relied upon as a promise or

representation as to the past or future performance. Additional information is available on request.

Any decision to invest in the securities should be made after reviewing the definitive Private Placement Memorandum, conducting such investigations as the

investor deems necessary and consulting the investor’s own legal, accounting, and tax advisors in order to make an independent determination of the

suitability and consequences of an investment in the securities.

The quantitative methods described herein are tools used in selecting investments and controlling risk, but such methods cannot alone determine investment

success. It should not be assumed that any recommendations are being made in this document. The performance of a fund in the future may not be equal to

the performance of the fund in the past and the total loss of the investment is possible.
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HURUMA IS THE PERFECT COMBINATION BETWEEN SOCIAL IMPACT & FINANCIAL RETURN

Huruma is a EUR 120MM fund with a blended-financing structure1 that aims to increase smallholders’ quality of life by giving them access 
to tailor-made financial products. It targets to reach ~100,000 smallholders and that ~45,000 farmers will transition out of poverty.

Huruma is the first European Fund focus on increasing farmers' access 
to tailor-made financial services to improve their quality of life

▪ Increase smallholder farmers' access to tailor-made financial services is key to
improving their quality of life, as financial products enable them to access better
inputs and equipment, thus boosting their productivity and income.
▪ Access to savings and insurance can increase farmers’ resilience between harvests
and protect them from shocks. More broadly, with adequate funding farmers should
be able to move away from pure subsistence farming towards producing a surplus
that could be sold to markets, increasing their resilience against falling into poverty
again. Finally, higher productivity can also increase world’s food security.
▪ Huruma aims to increase smallholder access to financing by investing in
rural/agriculture-focused financial institutions (FSPs) and providing technical
assistance that will strengthen their product design & offering, processes & risk
management and employee capabilities; to a lesser extent Huruma will also support
agri-related SMEs, aiming to further reinforce the agricultural value chain.

And a social impact that expects ~45,000 farmers will transition out 
of poverty..

Huruma

FSPs

Agricultural 
SMEs

EUR 120 M 
Fund

Invest 70% in

Invest 30% in
~ 100,000 

smallholders reached 
during Fund’s life

~ 45,000 
farmers that would 

GET OUT OF

POVERTY

Where? 
Min. 70% of investments in Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa; max. 30% in Asia

Source: GAWA Capital analysis and output. (1) Capital structure: EUR 90MM private investors’ capital, EUR 20MM public 
subsidized debt and EUR 10MM first loss tranche (European Union) – maximizing the financial return for the private segment.

Attractive offer for investors and investees bridging a market gap:

Debt investments in local currency at a competitive market interest

rate - EUR 2MM to 10 MM loans at an average term of 3 years,

renewable for 3 more years.

Equity investments or mezzanine, mainly in Asia and Africa. GC

requires a seat on the Board with active management role.

Technical Assistance (TA) with agri purpose, up to 10% of the value of

the investment (with 10% of the amount provided by the investee).

Actively improving social performance (transformation through TA and

monitoring) and mobilizing capital (GC funds & international investors)

Strong visibility at an international level since Huruma is the key

agricultural finance project for the European Union.

Experienced team with a proven track record

Unique impact management methodology: carried interest tied to

social impact and enhanced by TA Facility.

Focused investment strategy with clear social impact objectives.

Attractive capital structure: first-loss tranche which reduces risk, and

subsidized debt that enhances returns.

Large untapped market and social impact opportunity as 270MM

smallholder farmers lack access to quality financial services.
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HURUMA FUND KEY PARTNERS

EUROPEAN UNION

• The European Union Member States have built an area of stability, democracy and sustainable development, while

maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and individual freedom. The European Union is committed to sharing its

achievements and values with other countries and peoples beyond its borders.

• The European Commission is the executive body of the European Union and the instrument for its participation in

the Huruma Fund.

GAWA CAPITAL

• GAWA Capital Partners, SGEIC, S.A. is the leading is the leading impact investing firm in Spain and the promoter and

manager of Huruma Fund. GAWA seeks to improve the lives of low-income communities through investments in

entities that provide market solutions to problems such as poverty and climate change.

• It has managed 204 million euros in assets since its creation and conducted over 57 impact investments in 17

countries of 4 continents. The investments made have reached over 8 million people, with a direct impact on over

458,000 families worldwide.

AECID-FONPRODE

• The Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID) is the principal management body for

Spanish Cooperation. Attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, European Union and Cooperation, it manages the

Development Promotion Fund (FONPRODE) with the aims of eradicating poverty, reducing social inequality and

inequity among people and communities, and promoting gender equality, defense of human rights and human and

sustainable development of poor countries.

COFIDES

• COFIDES is accredited to the European Union (EU) to manage funds coming from the EU budget, allowing the

structuring of transactions with a high impact on development. COFIDES is also accredited to the UN’s Green

Climate Fund (GCF) and can therefore structure operations on climate change mitigation and adaptation.

Moreover, COFIDES is the exclusive manager of FIEX and FONPYME funds on behalf of the Secretariat of State for

Trade attached to the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism and also supports AECID in managing FONPRODE

funds.
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HURUMA’S YEAR-TO-DATE PERFORMANCE

▪ Committed and realized investments in 10 companies and 5 countries,
amount to EUR 47.4MM. GAWA is holding conversations with entities
worldwide, searching for the best investment opportunities from
both social and financial viewpoints. Holding a diversified pipeline of
over 10 targets in 7 geographies, some of them being first foray in
GAWA’s track-record.

▪ 9 disbursed social investments focused on financial inclusion of
farmers and Agri businesses, furthering supply and value chains.

▪ KEY MILESTONES:

▪ Over 0.5 million vulnerable people supported by Huruma’s investees
with an average loan of EUR 1,3361

▪ >16,550 people directly impacted2 by Huruma’s investments

▪ 88,600 farmers outreached

▪ 52% female beneficiaries2

▪ 53% live in rural areas2

▪ 83% productive credits2

▪ Investees generate 5.068 Jobs in developing nations

▪ 8 Technical Assistance (TA) projects to improve farmers’ accessibility
to financing, agricultural inputs and TA. Projects pipeline:

◼ 5 projects approved during 2022 of an approximate total amount
of EUR 410,500

◼ Main themes of interest: agricultural risk management and
product development, agricultural value chain enhancement and
digitalization

Source: Management data; GAWA Capital analysis. (1) Average loan calculated as total gross portfolio divided by 
total number of clients of the entities in portfolio. Only includes invested FSPs (no WayCool). (2) Excludes WayCool.

Photo by Debashis RC Biswas

HURUMA’S IMPACT: TRANSFORMING FARMERS’ LIVES
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GEOGRAPHICAL DIVERSIFIED FOOTPRINT

GAWA Capital is building a portfolio with both financially and socially sound institutions, geographically diversified and with a strong 
focus on increasing access to finance for smallholder farmers.

PANAMA

Microserfin
CFE

ECUADOR

Fundación FACES

INSOTEC

BOLIVIA

Crecer
Promujer

INDIA

Way Cool
Pahal1

PERU

Norandino

Alternativa

Portfolio investments

Source: GAWA Capital. (1) Approved in Nov.21; with foreseen disbursement in March.22.
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Source: GAWA Capital analysis. (1) Development Finance Institution in Bolivia. (2) One of the most influential 
microfinance networks in LatAm. (3) To be disbursed in two tranches along 2022 (targets: 70% Mar.22, 30% Sep.22)

PORTFOLIO STATUS

INVESTEE COUNTRY INVESTEE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT (EUR MM)

Ecuador
Reference credit institution (NGO) for small agricultural producers (>10,500) in Northern 
Ecuador, providing TA, training and agri value chains (corn, milk) incorporation. 

EUR 4.0 MM

Ecuador
Solid NGO focused on traditional and agricultural microfinance (>12,500 farmers) in Southern 
Ecuador, offering financial support and free financial, technical, social and health education 
workshops.

EUR 3.0 MM

Norandino Peru
Regulated savings & credit cooperative leading the agricultural financing sector in Northern 
Peru, primarily serving smallholders and agricultural cooperatives and seeking to promote 
value chains.

EUR 3.0 MM

Bolivia
Largest IFD1 in Bolivia working for the inclusion of women for >20 years and offering group / 
individual lending, agri loans, free trainings in financial education and deposits. 

EUR 5.1 MM

Peru
Lending development company offering a range of micro, SME and agri loans to 
microentrepreneurs and smallholders with a focus in organic cocoa, coffee and panela 
producers in Northeastern Peru, promoting value chains

EUR 4.0 MM

Bolivia
Part of the Pro Mujer International network and working in Bolivia for 30 years serving low-
income, self-employed women mainly through village banking technology.

EUR 4.3 MM

Panama
Inclusive MFI in Panama led by 4 impact shareholders, offering financial products to MSMEs 
and excluded entrepreneurs, with over 60% rural presence and agri potential.

EUR 3.0 MM

Panama
Led by Fundación Microfinanzas BBVA2 and focused in the excluded Panamanians, 
outstanding for its agri loan, a credit for home improvement and business TA.

EUR 2.0 MM

TOTAL SENIOR DEBT EUR 28.4 MM

India
AgriTech company active in the supply chain technologies space in India, with revenues of 
nearly USD 120MM.

EUR 10.3 MM

India
MFI in Northern India with a focus on group banking for women through a graduation model, 
providing services at competitive rates through technological innovation and potential for 
agro-client development

EUR 8.7 MM3

TOTAL EQUITY EUR 19.0 MM

TOTAL INVESTMENTS EUR 47.4 MM
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HURUMA IMPACT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: GENERATING LONG-TERM IMPACT

The first part to calculate the Portfolio Rural Impact Score of Huruma is to calculate the transformative metric score of the investee. This 
score will be monitored during the investment life and will be measured again at the end of the investment, audited by a third-party.

IMPACT

OUTCOME

OUTPUT

INPUT

PORTFOLIO RURAL IMPACT SCORE

(RIS)
(from 0 to 1) 

=
10% Output Metric Score

+ 
90% Transformative Metrics Score

Selected outcome metrics

MEASUREMENT

Outcome Metric Score (10%) – Fund’s aggregate level

Huruma aims to provide access to finance or markets to 100,000

farmers which will have directly interacted with the Fund’s

investees as a client or a supplier.

Transformative Metrics Score (90%) – Investee level
▪ Agriculture Readiness score (40% FSPs / n.a. Ag-SME )
how prepared is an FSP to serve farmers?

▪ Social Performance score (35% FSPs / 60% Ag-SME )
how prepared are FSPs and Ag-SMEs to deliver its social mission?

▪ Investee customized metric score (25% FSPs / 40% Ag-SME )
Carried Interest = 

10% + “Portfolio RIS” * 10%

GAWA has started to analyze the “Transformative Metrics 

Score” of the potential investees, understanding how 

prepare they are to serve farmers correctly, if they are 

prepared to deliver its social mission and an analysis of the 

customized metrics that will be used to measure the 

impact at the end.

Improving 
farmers lives

Improving yields 
and income for 

farmers

Increasing access to quality 
financial services to purchase 

better inputs

Linking SMEs with Farmers

Supporting MFIs/ FSPs/ Ag-SMEs to 
better serve/ support the Agricultural 

sector

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

▪ Agricultural readiness

▪ Social performance management

▪ Agricultural Value chain enhancement

▪ Knowledge sharing platform

50% of GAWA’s participation in the 

carried interest is linked to the 
improvement in social performance that is 

achieved by the portfolio and is audited 
by a third-party, ensuring management’s 
alignment with GAWA’s social mission.

Third-party 
audited

Source: GAWA Capital analysis and output.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (TA) - TARGET TRANSFORMATION

Source: GAWA Capital analysis and output.

INVESTEES TRANSFORMATION INTERVENTION AREAS

▪ AGRICULTURAL READINESS projects try to ensure that investees have

the right People, the right Processes and the right Products to serve

the agricultural sector (e.g. Developing agricultural financial products,

improving technology and delivery channels, developing agricultural

risk management systems, train loan officers on the agri segment or

conduct demand side research on regional crops).

▪ SOCIAL PERFORMANCE & ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS projects aim at strengthening the ability of investees to

achieve its social mission and adequately manage Environmental and

Social Risks.

▪ GENERAL BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT projects target at improving the

overall business model, financial performance and the risk

management of the investee (e.g. Governance, General Management,

Loan portfolio, Human Resources, Digitalization).

▪ AGRICULTURAL VALUE CHAINS projects are designed to enable the

investee to better include and serve smallholder farmers in their

business operations (e.g. design and scale out grower programs,

farmers certifications, extension advisory service on good agricultural

practices, marketing strategies, third-party input financing,

distribution/logistics).

▪ CROSS-CUTTING TA projects seek to enhance the investment

environment and will indirectly benefit the investees. The projects

seeking improvements in markets for products, country-level

infrastructure and other activities that, in addition to tailored TA to

investees, could be implemented under a Value Chain Development

(VCD) and/or thematic approach.

The TA will contribute mainly to TARGET

8.10:  Strengthen the capacity of domestic 

financial institutions to encourage and 
expand access to banking, insurance and 
financial services for all among others.

▪ The Huruma Fund through its investments not only aims at

DELIVERING IMPACT but also at TRANSFORMING ITS INVESTEES to

amplify and catalyse the impact they are able to generate.

▪ The OVERALL GOAL OF THE TA IS TO INCREASE THE DEVELOPMENTAL

IMPACT OF THE HURUMA INVESTMENTS therefore contributing to the

primary purpose of the fund: improving the lives of excluded rural

communities by facilitating their access to finance.

▪ The TA Facility is meant to assist the Investees of the Huruma Fund by

IMPROVING THEIR AGRICULTURAL READINESS, their social

performance systems, their general business and agricultural value

chains strategy as well as to assist end beneficiaries through cross-

cutting activities.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (TA) - PROJECTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

INVESTEE COUNTRY INVESTMENT
POTENTIAL

TA
PROJECT

PHASE
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Ecuador Debt Approved

IMPLEMENTING A RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM supported by a software that helps to improve the
management of agricultural portfolio risk. Design and develop a new credit risk methodology that
considers the additional risks related to the intrinsic characteristics of agricultural production,
natural resources and the environment (market, production, climate risk, etc.) and manages it at
an individual and aggregated levels

Ecuador Debt Design

ADVANCE INTERNAL DIGITIZATION PROCESS further developing their internal (loan officers) and 
external (client) mobile applications enabling full digital credit workflow interconnected to the 
banking "Core”. It also seeks to continue developing new products, such as the Nano credit 
(Credit lines at selected input providers) or savings accounts, that need digital integration and 
developments.

Peru Debt Design

STRENGTHENING LOCAL VALUE CHAIN OF SMALLHOLDERS IN PIURA REGION. Farmers in Piura, as in 
many other areas of the country, have little income diversification with only one income-
generating crop (e.g., coffee), which makes them vulnerable to potential climatic or market 
risks. However, there is great productive and market potential in other crops that is not being 
adequately exploited due to the difficulty of integrating into national or regional value chains.

Panama Debt Design

DEVELOP AN ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL CREDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY in line with the
latest global developments. MFIs with a strong contribution from agri portfolios must
adequately manage a number of sector-specific risks such as weather, production, input and
market risks - directly related to the credit risk that lenders take on in their daily operations.
Microserfin currently incorporates some of these variables in its agricultural lending
methodology, but not in a holistic manner and their mitigation potential is not fully exploited.
During the project, these risks and their mitigation potential will be analysed in detail for their
incorporation into the credit and risk management methodology.

India Equity Design

FURTHER DEVELOP THE OUTGROW PROGRAM. This could include: (a) outreach to smallholder farmers 
for deeper engagement, surveys of needs and current practices; (b) pilot projects to launch and 
test specific technologies or techniques (e.g. soil testing or weather forecasting) with a set of 
smallholder farmers; (c) improved impact measurement of farmer outcomes (e.g. increases in 
yield and incomes, reductions in input use, adoption of finance and insurance solutions, etc.).

All investees are eligible for TA projects, with open dialogue with 8 of the 10 committed investments. The TA team is focused in 5 
projects, with implementation launching target for 2022.

Source: GAWA Capital analysis and output.
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PORTFOLIO TRANSFORMATIVE OUTCOMES

Portfolio Transformative Metric Score remains at 79%, considering the 9 disbursed investments as of Dec.21. Huruma Fund advances
little by little towards its farmers’ outreach target, with great potential arising from 2022 foreseen investment in Pahal, India.

Huruma Fund’s targetNo. of smallholder farmers reached
with Huruma Fund’s contribution

4,670 100,000

Through 
agricultural 
financial 
services

76% of farmers 
have an increase in 
productivity1

58% have a rise in 
income1

As at 31.12.2021, 3,549 farmers have

increased their productivity since
investment.

As at 31.12.2021, 2,709 farmers have

increased their income since investment.

Huruma Fund aims to increase 76,000
farmers’ productivity.

Huruma Fund aims to increase 58,000
farmers’ income.

% of Huruma Fund’s
target achieved

5%

Source: GAWA Capital analysis and output. (1) GIIN’s study Understanding Impact Performance: Agriculture 
Investments, Oct.20.
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SOCIAL NEWS OF PORTFOLIO INSTITUTIONS (1/2)

Source: Company management data

PANAMA: MICROSERFIN, UNHCR AND THE RED CROSS RENEW COOPERATION AGREEMENT TO PROMOTE THE FINANCIAL INCLUSION OF REFUGEES

◼ Thanks to this strategic alliance, started in 2008, Microserfin has disbursed more than USD 265,000 to refugees (47% women) of different nationalities, offering them

the opportunity to have a credit life in the country – supported by advisory and a value offer based on their needs - and invest in their businesses for their growth

and the improvement of their living conditions.

◼ Refugees are people who have been forced to flee their countries as a result of violence, war or persecution. At the end of 2019, there were more than 17,000

refugees from Latin America in Panama, mainly from Colombia, Venezuela, Nicaragua and El Salvador.

◼ By means of average loans amounting to USD 1,800, business advisory and health support, most of these refugees are now owners of their micro-businesses and their

productive activities contribute to the Panamanian economy.

INDIA: WAYCOOL INITIATES A PARTNERSHIP WITH NATIONAL AGRO FOUNDATION (NAF) TO DELIVER PPES TO FARMERS

◼ With the growing demand of personal protective equipment, PPEs, in India and across the globe, it is impossible

for a rural farmer to get access to the needed material to produce the much-needed food safely.

◼ People from all walks of life are adversely affected due to the global pandemic COVID-19. But against all odds,

the Indian farmers continue to plant, harvest, and feed one and all. Unlike other sectors, farmers did not stop the

production of grains, pulses, fruits, and vegetables throughout the lockdown. They are the very reason there is no

food shortage, despite the many challenges.

◼ With fundraiser Milaap (devoted to Free Crowdfunding for India), WayCool intends to protect all the farmers it

reaches through its Outgrow program.
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SOCIAL NEWS OF PORTFOLIO INSTITUTIONS (2/2)

Source: Company management data. (1) Authority for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises in Panama, by its Spanish acronym.

BOLIVIA: PROMUJER STRENGTHENS ITS ONLINE TRAINING SERVICES IN LIGHT OF THE PROLONGED PANDEMIC

◼ ProMujer already offers all its training programs through the web and mobile application. The financial education program includes introductory cycles - on group

banking, savings, insurance, business budgeting, credit bureau and payment methodology (through App). The business cycle encourages the use of tools such as

Facebook, WhatsApp and Zoom to coordinate tasks and promote sales. Recently, the cycle of digital literacy prevents about the dangers of the Internet and

encourages the exploitation of the mobile phone as a work tool.

◼ On the personal facet - with the health cycle ProMujer tries to make its clients aware of healthy lifestyle and eating habits, as well as of Covid prevention measures.

The women's empowerment program extols economic autonomy, equity, and leadership. It includes a driver education guidelines to encourage autonomy.

PANAMA: CFE STRENGTHENS STRATEGIC ALLIANCE WITH AMPYME1

◼ CFE has been selected to participate in the second-tier Fidemicro

program, that aims to guarantee greater access to the micro and

medium-sized business sector to productive financing, which positively

boosts the country's economy.

◼ To this end, favorable financing is granted to microfinance institutions

with proven experience and social impact (trust with Icaza Trust

Corporation), which in turn must transfer these better conditions to

their final clients, thus enhancing the growth opportunities of SMEs,

especially those that they are in lines of vulnerability.

INDIA: PAHAL WINS THE ISC-FICCI SANITATION AWARDS 2021 

◼ Award annually organized by Federation of Indian Chambers of

Commerce & Industry (FICCI) and India Sanitation Coalition (ISC) and

granted under the category ‘”Best innovative Financial Model – Water &

Sanitation Hygiene”.

◼ Received on behalf of over 12,500 women borrowers who got benefited

through the WASH initiatives launched in 2018 with technical assistance

support from lender Water.Org. This product is granted as a

complementary loan to clients with proven track record with Pahal

holding a subsistence activity, to improve the household / community

sanitary conditions.
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TRANSFORMING LIVES – PAHAL

Source: Information provided by the institutions

Lilaben belongs to a very poor family in Visnagar, Gujarat. Until she

engaged with Pahal, her husband was the only earning person in the

house and they struggled to meet monthly expenses.

One day, she was siting with her neighbors when the Pahal personnel

visited them to introduce them to the joint liability group

methodology. Although at the beginning she was reluctant to commit

to monthly payment commitment, one neighbor encouraged her to

give it a try.

She joined a group of 12 member and smartly bought cattle with the

first loan amount (EUR 245) and started her business from there. She

realized that the demand of milk in her area was quite high and she

went ahead for the second loan (EUR 560) upon the completion of the

first one to get more cattle. Her efforts and hard work paid-off and

overnight this concept became a great success. She is currently

engaged in her 5th cycle.

Now, she and her husband together run the monthly expenses. Their

children could get a good education and with this constant income,

their future became secured. Looking at her success, now many

women have started to take inspiration from her, engaging with Pahal.

PAHAL - INDIA

LILABEN AJMALJI THAKOR

Pahal changed my live and my family’s. Thanks to its loans, I 

have been able to build a small but recurrent income, that 

has enables us to enhance our children education. I ecoyrage

all women in the village to join JLG and try to become 

economically self-sufficient.

“ “
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TRANSFORMING LIVES – WAYCOOL

Source: Information provided by the institutions

WayCool works with a base of 50,000 famers. Of these, nearly 1,220 small and marginal farmers partner with Waycool trough their agricultural extension program,

Outgrow. The Outgrow team engages with farmers through the entire cultivation cycle, from planning to inputs to harvesting. Waycool uses a host of emerging

technologies to measure soil health, quality of inputs and yield strength, thereby reducing the risk for farmers.

Key fields of action: SOIL HEALTH CHECK, SEEDS & INPUTS ADVISORY, CULTIVATION PLANNING, LIQUIDATION, MARKET ACCESS

WAYCOOL - INDIA

FARMER ENGAGEMENT

1,200 FARMERS 2,800+ ACRES

UNDER OUTGROW

150+ VILLAGES IN 5 

STATES

With WayCool procuring 100% of my 

produce, I no longer depend on the local 

market, where price offered as well as 

quantity purchased fluctuates. WayCool

guarantees 100% procurement of all my 

produce under Outgrow program. 

Gopalakrishnan, farmer from Rasipuram

“

“

They undertook soil testing and gave inputs on nutrient level. 

Basis this advice, I changed my used of fertilizer and it 

benefitted me a lot. I now have lower fertilizer cost over 

earlier and this has led to lower cost and higher income. 

Vijay Sutar, farmer from Pune

“ “

Agriculture wasn't a profitable venture in the past. I used to 

make huge losses. WayCool assures payment within 7 days 

for whatever we grow. They helped me get seeds, fertilizer, 

Agri consultancy, market information, and prices.

Hari Prasad J, Farmer

“ “
34 CROPS
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TRANSFORMING LIVES – CRECER

Source: Information provided by the institutions

Maria Elena is from Sucre and has been a member of CRECER IFD for 14 years. Before the

pandemic, the family had stable and profitable businesses. Her husband had a restaurant in the

airport food court, and she had a boarding house at the university, but both had to close due to the

pandemic and lockdown requirements.

At this stage she resumed her cooking skills, specifically for artisanal pastries. CRECER not only

helped her with a loan for raw materials, but also with advice on how to sell through social

networks. Together with her cousin, a member of the same lending group, they put into practice

the advisor's recommendations for managing a Facebook webpage, such as posting attractive

photographs of the products made and responding very cordially to visitors to the page. Thanks to

this, they have been able to make many sales and increase customers through followers and

promotion.

Now she is starting another business cocking and selling salty pasties. She is populating it through

WhatsApp. The business includes delivery service, performed by her husband.

CRECER – BOLIVIA

MARÍA ELENA ZAMBRANO FERNÁNDEZ

CRECER not only provides working capital, but also promotes the training of its 

members, advising us in each phase of the business. During the pandemic, the 

support was continued through social media channels and networks. Without 

their recommendations for sales through social networks, I would never have 

been able to get the new business off the ground in the midst of the pandemic. 

“ “
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